K3 Fashion was designed to help foster a more socially responsible and ethical fashion industry. The solution offers various classifications and certificates to authenticate which suppliers or materials are socially responsible – thereby empowering you to choose the greenest options and do your part for the sustainability mission.
Full awareness over the supply chain
K3 Fashion provides full and absolute awareness over suppliers so you can be sure you know who you’re doing business with.

Classifications and certifications
Easily choose the most ethical suppliers and materials by checking their CSR classifications and certifications to evaluate how socially responsible they are.

Audit app
K3 developed an app which auditors use to log information regarding suppliers and materials on location – so you can be sure the classifications are accurate.

Automatically block processes
Ensure you don’t accidentally do business with non-socially responsible suppliers by blocking vendors or items who aren’t approved.

Internal transparency
Internal transparency ensures you have all the data needed to make sustainable choices regarding your products.

Consumer transparency
Ensure consumers have a choice to be greener by providing them with details related to a product’s origin, use of materials, and suppliers.
As a Microsoft Cloud for Retail launch partner, K3 champions but one ideal: to foster an ethical and socially responsible world driven by sustainable practices.

We have innovated retail technology for the last 30 years, but today, we simply aim to empower others to make greener choices – and that starts with our solutions.

K3 blends its own IP with third-party products to create platforms that are truly transformative and enable forward-thinking brands to unlock enduring value and trust from intelligent, agile and sustainable business practices. With purpose and pace, K3 will permanently transform fashion, apparel and select retail markets into a model of good business, transparency and ethical sustainability.

To learn more about K3 and how we can help your business, visit our website www.k3btg.com